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Believing that Motes has gone insane, the landlady, Mrs. Jesus, in his mind, was a dark ragged figure darting
between trees, who wanted to draw him out onto the water where he would drown once his faith was tested.
Active Themes Hazel was deeply attracted to the idea that he had no soul, and that instead of corruption
leading him into evil, it would lead him into nothing. Despite Motes' protests, Holy moves to the next level in
promoting his ministry, hiring a homeless, alcoholic man to dress up like Hazel and act as his "Prophet. Hazel
remained in the army for four years, not even returning home for a visit. Flood at the end of the novel. Eastrod,
his hometown, is empty now. He walks into her house, sits on her bed, and places his hand on her shoe
without speaking to her first. Completing the action that Hawks couldn't finish, he blinds himself with the
quicklime. Within the span of two paragraphs, we've got no fewer than four coffins: the one that Haze
imagines he's in, the one he saw his grandfather in, and the two coffins of his brothers. Haze had had two
younger brothers; one died in infancy and was put in a small box. When drafted, he intended to give the army
no more than four months, planning to shoot his foot and return to Eastrod; after all, a preacher doesn't need
two good feet. He is isolated from his fellow soldiers by his righteous seriousness, and his spiritual conviction
has little effect on their animal desire. Motes' declarations are lost on everyone except for Emery, who
becomes infatuated with the idea. Hazel sees "the opportunity here to get rid of [his soul] without corruption,
to be converted to nothing instead of to evil"  Eventually the two go to the dining car for dinner, but Hazel is
forced to wait and then is seated with three young women. They applaud her ability to present her basic theme
of Christ's redemption of mankind. Indeed, his lack of movement in this opening scene makes it all the more
apparent just what a crucial role sight plays in the novel; not only is Hazel always perceiving the world and
people around him by looking at them, but people, such as Mrs. Hazel remembers the first coffin he ever saw,
which contained his grandfather, a fierce country preacher. However, it becomes clear that he lacks the
courage of his convictions. Many think that O'Connor's use of the grotesque arose from her own experiences
with a disease-ravaged body, yet the general consensus is that O'Connor's religious southern upbringing was
the most important influence on her writing. Half asleep, he feels like he is in a coffin. Literary context[ edit ]
Wise Blood began with four separate stories published in Mademoiselle , Sewanee Review , and Partisan
Review in and  Since that time in , however, critics have defended O'Connor's purpose. Further, when Hazel
enters her room, she confronts him with a powerful and unsettling stare that makes him only capable of
looking at her in the reflection of her mirror rather than to her directly. Summary Analysis The protagonist, a
young man named Hazel Motes, sits in a train car across from a slightly grotesque-looking a woman.
Thematic Analysis This passage comes early in the novel, but there's already a boatload of decay and death for
Haze to contend with. He repeats himself sharply when she fails to answer at first. Active Themes Related
Quotes with Explanations Hazel took the first train home he could find, and bought himself the suit and hat
along the way, stuffing his army uniform into a trashbox. Angry at being asked to return what they believe is a
mentally-ill indigent, one of the police officers who finds him strikes him in the head with his baton while
loading Motes into a police car, exacerbating Motes' rapidly deteriorating condition. He orders Motes to drive
to a nearby cliff, orders him out of the car, then, remarking that someone without a license doesn't need a car,
pushes it off the cliff, destroying it.


